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After attending this presentation, attendees will understand the relationship between postmortem lung weight and cause of death in a
medicolegal autopsy setting.
This presentation will impact the forensic science community by providing new reference lung weights and the association between these
reference weights and the cause of death.
Organs are routinely weighed at autopsy and, as such, present immediately accessible objective information that may be of importance for
determining disease states and the cause of death.
Lungs are of particular interest as “heavy” lungs have been suggested as an autopsy finding associated with causes of death frequently
encountered in a medicolegal autopsy setting, such as drowning and intoxication.1-9 Problematic is the fact that “heavy lungs” have eluded a definition
due to the high variability in lung weight.
Different reference weights have been suggested.10-16 There have also been attempts at creating linear regression models using individual
characteristics to estimate postmortem lung weight.16 With the exception of one study, neither height, weight, age, nor Body Mass Index (BMI) have
yielded R2 values of practical importance.10 Previous studies were also generally limited by using selected and small populations.
A possible solution to this problem would be to model the lung weight as dependent on the cause of death. It is believed by some that this
would be better suited for practical use, as it would appear that lung weight “as is” is far too variable to be of any use. Toward this end, this study
attempted to create a varying intercepts regression model using groups based on underlying cause of death as intercepts and individual parameters as
case-level predictors.
In Sweden, all medicolegal autopsies are performed at one of six departments of the Swedish National Board of Forensic Medicine. Organ
weights and individual characteristics as well as the underlying cause of death are included in the medicolegal autopsy registry.
Using Stan®, interfaced through RStan, this study created multiple mixed-mode Bayesian general linear models using groups based on cause
of death as varying intercepts and individual characteristics as case-level predictors.17 Models were then compared for over- and underfitting, using the
Widely Applicable Information Criterion (WAIC), after which a final “meta-model” based on individual model predictions weighted by their relative
WAIC weight was created.18,19
Data from 2007 through 2013 was analyzed, including decedents 18 years or older but excluding cases with a postmortem interval longer
than five days as well as cases with lacking, incorrectly registered, or extreme values. As the International Statistical Classification of Diseases and
Related Health Problems (commonly known as the ICD) is ill-suited for a medicolegal autopsy population, groups were created based on the most
common case types in our population. As this dataset is also very large, highly granular groupings could be created, allowing for instant subgrouping
of different intoxicants in fatal intoxication cases. Results are presented using Highest Probability Density Intervals (HPDI).
This study found that group mean values exhibited a clear difference where expected, for instance between intoxication (mean 1303g (1,053–
1,545g 95% HPDI)) and asphyxia (mean 1,029g (788–1,272g 95% HPDI)]; however, when accounting for individual case error rate, predictions were
quite wide with significant overlap between case groups (e.g., intoxication (mean 1,303g (684–1,921 95% HPDI)) almost entirely overlaps asphyxia
(mean 1,030g (411–1,647g 95% HDPI)).
It is believed this model still yields better, more realistic estimates for what constitutes normal lung weight in the estimated case groups, as
these values represent probability distributions and values are less likely closer to the HPDI boundaries.
This reverse approach of assessing lung weight as a function of the cause of death also facilitates differential diagnostics as it provides the
forensic pathologist with a better grasp of the context of a given lung weight in relation to one or more possible causes of death. In conclusion, this
study submits these estimates are more realistic in forensic practice than previously published raw population means.
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